
 

Florence 
Sightseeing Tours 

& 
Activities 

 

 

Reservations: 1.866.446.1897 www.ez-italy.com email: info@ez-italy.com 
 

All rates are per person in U.S. dollars, valid from April 1 – October 31, 2024. 
If your tour is not listed, please call 1.866.446.1897 or email info@ez-italy.com.  

 

 

Classic Florence & Accademia Gallery: Daily, AM (except Mon) $ 99 

Small Group walking tour & Accademia Gallery. Discover Florence as you pleasantly walk through it and then meet 
David, the greatest Michelangelo’s masterpiece. Our guide will take you to some of the most important spots where the 
greatest minds and artists have stood and been inspired: Piazza della Signoria, the Duomo, the Baptistery, Santa 
Trinita and Orsan michele Church, Ponte Vecchio Bridge, the secret Vasari Corridor. The last stop on your tour is the 
Accademia Gallery; admire the famous David by Michelangelo and other wonderful works.  

 
Classic Florence & Uffizi Gallery: Daily, PM (except Mon) $ 98 

On this tour, you will learn all sorts of local legends, fascinating stories, and unexpected facts about Florence. Head to the intriguing 
Ponte Vecchio - a true icon of the city.  Your journey through Florence will lead to San Giovanni Square, home of the wonderful Duomo, 

as well as the Baptistery and Giotto's Bell Tower. The tour finishes inside the world-famous Uffizi Gallery! Admire the unique 
Renaissance masterpieces of great Italian artists and celebrate the intricate beauty of works such as Botticelli's “Birth of Venus”, 

Leonardo's “Annunciation”, and Michelangelo's “Tondo Doni.” 
 
Walking Tour: Daily, AM $ 55 

Half day tour, our guide will lead you through the very heart of Florence. Admire this city’s most famous sites, the Duomo complex, the 
Cathedral, the Baptistery, the Giotto Belfry, and more! Visit the Straw Market and admire the romantic Ponte Vecchio and explore 
Piazza Signoria, where you can marvel at this true “outdoor museum”. Admire all the masterpieces that surround you, including the 
Arnolfo tower, one of the most famous symbols of Florence.  
 
Bicycle Tour: Daily, AM & PM $ 60 

This bike tour takes you where buses can’t go! Led by our guide, ride through the narrow streets of the city 
center, reaching the most famous monuments of Florence, discovering “off the beaten path” locations, as you 
get to explore the “Cradle of Renaissance” city in a very unique way.  You will even enjoy a delicious ‘Gelato’ in 
the Oltarno district.    
 
Duomo Sky Walk Tour: Daily (except Sunday) PM $ 115 

An exceptional one-of-a-kind experience: a guided viewing of the core of Florence's spiritual soul, the Duomo (Santa Maria del Fiore 
Cathedral), with Brunelleschi's Dome and an exclusive sky-walk on the amazing terraces for an awe-inspiring view! 
 
Florence Boat Tour: Daily, AM $ 90 & PM $ 98 

Hop aboard; the local "barcaiolo" will steer gently over the water using a long wooden pole while your guide gives you an account of 
Florence's eventful history as you sail by majestic palaces and slender towers on shore. Sit back and enjoy the cruise as you ride 
beneath the Ponte Vecchio, and then admire it and the Uffizi Gallery, Palazzo Corsini and gorgeous Santa Trinita Bridge from mid-river. 
  

 

Pasta Cooking Class & Gelato: Daily, PM  $ 95 

In this course prepare not one, but two of the most famous Italian first courses, fresh hand-made pasta! It could be the 
traditional tagliatelle or spaghetti alla chitarra, the classic ravioli, or the not-so-well known but still delicious gnudi. For 
dessert enjoy the classic Italian gelato! You will learn the best techniques so you can try again on your own! Finally, 
enjoy the meal you’ve prepared with a glass of wine. 

 
Cooking Pizza Course & Gelato: Daily, PM $ 95 

You will learn to master the most delicious of all Italian arts from the pros. Discover the tricks of the trade and make authentic, genuine 
pizza and gelato! Meet our expert "pizzaiolo", he will illustrate and demonstrate the secrets which lie behind the picture-perfect, 
scrumptious pizza. 
 
Cooking Course with Visit to Market: Daily, AM $ 130 

Starting with a visit to San Lorenzo Market, where you select the ingredients that you will use later, get a taste of the Florentine way of 
life! Then, in a “home-style” setting, our expert chefs will guide you in making a four-course meal and learn which wines to pair it with. 
After the lesson, enjoy the lunch you have prepared with some good Tuscan Wine!  
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Tuscany by Vespa: Daily, AM, PM Single $ 200 & Double- $ 150 

Enjoy the feel of the fresh country air as you admire the gentle fields dotted with silvery olive groves, tiny ancient 
parish churches and golden-hued farmhouses on this 6-hour tour. You will take in the beauty of luxuriant vineyards 
and stop along the way to a famous local winery. Explore their cellars and learn all about wine production 
techniques from the expert winery staff. Ride along flower-filled meadows and reach the delightful boutique winery 
where you will enjoy a typical Tuscan lunch. Relish the unique wine and olive oil.  

 
Chianti Experience: Mon, Wed, Thu, Sat & Sun, PM $ 70 

Your tour starts with a visit to a rustic wine estate, in the heart of the vineyards, where you will be greeted by the owners and led to their 
cellar to learn all the secrets of the Chianti wine making process. After, you will be offered an appetizing snack based on delicious local 
products paired with locally produced olive oil. You will taste up to 3-4 different types of wines, both red and white, and you will have the 
opportunity to purchase bottles to bring home! Next, in the heart of olive trees, gentle hills and vineyards, we will visit another 
enchanting wine estate together. You will be offered more enticing snacks and up to 3-4 exquisite Chianti-made wines to taste. The 
owners of the wine estate will teach you more about their wines, and by the end of the day, you will be a true Chianti wine expert! You 
will stroll through the vineyards and through the wine estates, surrounded by a beautiful landscape, made of cypresses, rolling hills, and 
olive trees. 
 
Chianti Tour with Dinner: Tue, Fri & Sun PM $ 130 

Drive to the Chianti countryside. Your first stop will be at an authentic, family-owned wine estate. A local will 
show you throughout the vineyards and cellars, as you learn the secrets of making world-renowned Chianti wine. 
The producers will share their experience working at the winery and answer any of your questions about the 
Tuscan lifestyle or making wine! After, you can sample some delicious Chianti wines accompanied by fresh olive 
oil and some delicious Tuscan snacks. As the sun starts to set, it will be time for your next destination. As we 
arrive, you will see the best was truly saved for last. A beautiful, Tuscan dinner will be prepared for you among 
the vines.  

 

 
 
Full Day Wine & Olive Oil Trail Tour: Daily, AM $ 199                    

Experience a full day driving through the Tuscan countryside, visiting two wine cellars, and visiting an ancient olive oil mill. Wine tasting 
and lunch included. The Tuscany Wine Trail was born to give travelers the opportunity to enjoy the greater Wine area of Tuscany called 
“Chianti” and in particular the “Chianti Classico” one, with a selection of special wineries and the knowledge of a sommelier on board 
that will lead the way in the world of Chianti Wines. 
 

 

Siena, San Gimignano, and Chianti: Daily, AM, $ 100 

Crossing over the beautiful Chianti hills, you will first arrive at the medieval, hilltop gem of Montreggioni, with its 
ancient walls still perfectly intact. As you stroll through the rustic streets, you will feel as though you are traveling 
through time into the Renaissance era. You will continue to the symbolic town of Siena, famous for its splendid 
examples of Gothic architecture and its Palio horse race, an annual tradition. Follow your local guide to the 
intriguing Piazza del Campo, where the magnificent Palazzo Pubblico and Torre del Mangia stand. Next, you will 
head to San Gimignano, famous for its white wine - the world renowned Vernaccia, and its skyscrapers, 
declared a World heritage Site by UNESCO! Finally, you will spend some time in the heart of Chianti, with its 
picture-perfect landscapes. After learning the secrets of the Chianti wine production process from the expert 
owner of the wine estate, indulge in a tasting of the high-quality wines, local snacks, and fresh olive oils. 

 
Small Group Siena, San Gimignano and dinner: Daily, PM $ 230 

Discover the beauty of Siena & San Gimignano. On a guided city tour of Siena, visit the Piazza del Campo, where the famous Palio 
Horse Race takes place every year. Learn all about the 17 Medieval districts that make up the “Contrade”, and their ongoing, 
competitive history in the Palio. You will also have the chance to sample a tasty “surprise” local treat! Next, it’s onto San Gimignano, 
famed for its medieval skyscrapers, high walls & narrow streets, embodying the quintessential Tuscan hillside town; the perfect setting, 
to take in the breathtaking Tuscan sunset. Then enjoy a typical Tuscan dinner at a nearby spot in the Chianti countryside along with a 
wine tasting. 
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Pisa: Daily, AM PM $ 75 

A splendid excursion through the fertile and picturesque Tuscan countryside to the historic university city of Pisa. Upon arrival in Pisa, 
your informative guide will take you on a thorough outdoor guided walking tour of Piazza dei Miracoli and its monuments. You will be 
dazzled by this marvelous square, which is dominated by the Cathedral, a model of the distinctive Pisan-Romanesque architecture, the 
celebrated Leaning Tower and the round-shaped Baptistery surrounded by its suggestive columned arcades. After the guide, you will 
have some free time for memorable pictures or to discover on your own the historical quarter where you can admire the Church of San 
Sisto, one of the oldest churches in Pisa and Piazza dei Cavalieri, which was the political center in the middle age and where the 
Scuola Normale is located, one of the most famous universities in the world. 
 
Full Day Lucca & Pisa: Tue, Thu, Sat, AM $ 89 

Explore Pisa and take a fascinating walking tour of Piazza dei Miracoli. You can admire the Baptistery, the 
Monumental Cemetery, and of course - the famous Leaning Tower! Your guide will lead you inside the 
majestic Cathedral as you learn more about the Romanesque design and mysteries of the city. After your 
walking tour, enjoy some free time!  Arrive in Lucca, which is famous in Italy for its still-intact medieval walls 
with huge gates and ramparts! A local guide will lead you through the enchanting old town center, with a 
portion of the walk along a section of the walls. After your tour enjoy a tasting of Buccellato, a typical 
Lucchese cake - a famous saying of the Lucchesi is, "Those who come to Lucca without eating the 
Buccellato are as if they had never been there!”  

 
Full Day Cinque Terre: Daily, AM $ 170 

On this tour you will walk through the villages of the Cinque Terre in one day, admiring and exploring the picturesque towns. The 
Cinque Terre is a beautiful stretch of rugged coast and the only unspoiled part left of the lovely Italian Riviera. First visit the Cinque 
Terre village of Manarola. The visit continues with a short train ride to Vernazza where you will have some free time before heading off 
to the lovely Monterosso. Here a delicious local lunch is served in a typical restaurant with a perfect view of the sea and the hills 
declining down to the rocky coves. After lunch, we continue our itinerary by boat to Riomaggiore, where you will have some free time to 
explore the striking seaside town surrounding a small, natural port. 
 

 

 
Small Group Cinque Terre: Daily, AM $ 280 

Travel in full comfort aboard our comfortable minivan, lay back and admire the scenery: sinuous paths run across 
stunning cliffsides and a 19th-century railway line cut through a series of coastal tunnels and ferries from village to 
village. Crown your day with a memorable typical Ligurian seafood lunch, and exquisite regional white wines, in a 
lovely seafront restaurant. 

 
The Treasures of Umbria: Wed, AM $ 117 

You will be enchanted by the rolling green hills of Tuscany and Umbria and explore the architectural and artistic 
jewels of Assisi and Cortona. Assisi, world-renowned as the home of Saint Francis, crowns the top of a hill 
overlooking a picturesque valley. You will walk the narrow, winding streets of this medieval town as you learn 
about its charming history. Enjoy a short stop for pictures in Passigiano sul Trasimeno before crossing the 
border back into Tuscany you will reach Crotona, this beautiful small town built by the Etruscans, is famous for 
its architectural wonders and panoramic views over the surrounding rolling, green hills.  
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